Abstract
The main aim of the Telescope Array (TA) experiment [1] is to explore 63 the origin of ultra high energy cosmic rays (UHECR) using their energy detectors. The other method, adopted by the AGASA experiment, is to de-69 tect air shower particles at ground level using surface detectors deployed over 70 a wide area (∼100 km 2 ).
71
The AGASA experiment reported that there were 11 events above 10 and their propagation in the galactic magnetic field.
86
In this article we describe the design and technical features of the TA shower development observed by FD data analysis. 3) In addition to the conventional calibration and monitor system, we plan to 117 perform absolute end-to-end calibration of a fluorescence telescope by using 118 pseudo air shower events that are induced by electron beams with known to-119 tal energy from a compact electron linear accelerator at the TA site [10, 11].
120
As described above, the TA experiment is well-balanced to determine the 121 energy of air shower events.
122
4) The anisotropy of arrival directions of ultra-high energy cosmic rays is 
Surface detector

143
The TA detector will operate for more than 10 years and must be de- Each PMT is calibrated to obtain the relation of high voltage and gain.
175
Linearity between input light amount and output charge is also obtained The process is running at the data acquisition PC (TS7800; Technologic sys- 
291
The central trigger process verifies whether the same trigger condition was 292 satisfied only by the boundary detectors.
293
As shown in Fig. 8 , in the case of pattern 1 or 6 , the hit pattern that sat-294 isfies the Level-2 trigger condition can be spread over 2 subarrays, but the 295 condition is not satisfied with edge detectors only. To trigger such a case, cess. Shower events of relatively small size that fall near the boundary of 302 subarrays is collected by this trigger scheme.
303
With the above trigger conditions, trigger efficiency reaches 97% for pri- The efficiency of the waveform collection is greater than 97% for the primary Table 1 [28]. The size of monitoring data for 10 min is 9600 bytes.
322
The data is divided into 600 subsets. All the subsets are sent along with the
323
Level-1 trigger tables within 10 min. 
324
The 1-MIP monitor
325
The charge output by atmospheric charged particles is used to estimate 
Linearity monitor
340
A check on the linearity of charge output was performed by using two by changing the pulse height of the square pulse. From the ratio of the 345 measured output to the expected output, the linearity curves were measured.
346
Here we describe the light amount as x and the peak of the pulse from a
347
PMT in FADC count as F (x) while driving one LED. The PMT output 348 while driving LED 1 and 2 simultaneously is represented as F (x 1 + x 2 ). The pulse-height (FADC peak) histograms are also taken as monitoring data.
354
The pulse height of the signal that satisfies the level-0 trigger condition is accuracy. We showed the running status after three years of SD operation.
398
An upgrade of the DAQ system was performed and additional deployment Computing (CHPC).
